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Science Group of the Anthroposophical Society in Great Britain

This group exists to promote an understanding of scientific method and results,
broadened and deepened by spiritual science; to maintain contacts among those with
similar interests; to encourage collaboration and to publish and translate important
contributions. The group publishes a newsletter twice a year which includes details
of forthcoming meetings and courses, reports, book reviews, information on new
publications and details of articles available from members. Starting September
1995, on an experimental basis, an optional articles supplement is available with the
newsletter. Initially, it is intended that the supplement should appear annually, but if
there is sufficient material it will be issued twice a year. Its content, in English, will
comprise research and other relevant articles, short communications and any
correspondence these generate. For details regarding the submission of material for
publication, please see inside the rear cover.
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Author’s submissions:
Material for publication should be sent to the above address. Authors should submit
their contributions at least one month prior to the issue in which they would like
them to appear. They should aim to limit the length to 20 (A5) sides when printed.
Whilst typewritten submissions will be considered for publication (see below), with
the increasing availability of word-processors, authors are strongly advised to submit
their publications on diskettes. These should be 3.5 inch (5.25 inch by prior
arrangement) MS-DOS format, labelled with author’s name and filename(s).
Author’s diskette file(s) may be generated from any popular word-processor
software. If you are in any doubt about whether your software format will be
acceptable, please contact the editor. Text submitted in ASCII code will also be
acceptable. Your diskette should contain no files other than those you wish to be
considered for publication and should be accompanied by a printed version of the
submission showing clearly the intended layout, special symbols, character
attributes, and the position of figures and tables etc. It would also help the
publication process considerably if text diagrams, charts, graphs and pictures are
submitted on diskette in any file format accessible to the main Microsoft Windows
based applications (e.g. bitmaps, TIF files etc). Those not in a position to do this
should submit originals rather than photocopies. Each should be identified clearly
showing where it should be inserted in the text.
Typewritten submissions should be originals, not photocopies, with no overtyping
or hand correction, in A4 format with generous margins and on one side of the paper
only. Neither text nor headings should be underlined. Text should be in black ink on
white paper. Submitting typescripts of contributions which are otherwise acceptable
but are not sufficiently clear for scanning could delay their publication.
Ordering copies:
As this publication is in its initial experimental stages, there is as yet no regular
subscription rate. Those who would like to receive copies with their September
newsletter should order in advance. Ordering details will be included in the February
issue of the newsletter. Further copies of this issue can be obtained at a cost of £3.50
(including postage and packing) by sending your order to:
The Treasurer, The Science Group of the Anthroposophical Society in Great Britain,
Rudolf Steiner House, 35 Park Road, London, NW1 6XT.
Cheques should be made payable to ‘Science Group - AS in GB’

